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The Support + Tap kit is another way, also very economical, of having a very simple and efficient ambient water dis-
penser at home or in the office.
The support is made of iron with a chrome treatment that prevents corrosion and is compatible with any of our PET 
bottlesin their different formats, 12 litres, 18.9 litres and even 20 litres. Or with the 48mm screw tap, for the most com-
mon supermarket bottles from 3 to 10 litres. The iron stand, painted black, offers sufficient height to dispense water 
comfortably into a glass. If it is placed close to the edge of the worktop or table, it can also be used to fill larger bottles.

The high flow tap is easy to install and fits our 5 gallon caps. There are three taps available, all in white. These taps 
work with 5 gallon cap bottles, the tap needs the stopper to fit. With 55mm necked bottles but without a stopper. Or with 
smaller bottles with 48mm neck.

The Support + Tap Kit is ideal for placing it always on the edge of a table or kitchen bench, so it allows you to fill glasses, 
bottles and carafes without any problem.

In addition, we increase its functionality when we complement it with our new 2-bottle PET Stacker. In this way, you can 
have two spare bottles and keep the aesthetics of the product simple.

 Desktop.
 Simplicity.
 Cheap.
 Room water.

Measurements: 20 cm to 26 cm (height) x 16 cm to 25.5 cm (width) x 27 cm (depth).

Support: Ref. AC1032
White tap for 5G cap: Ref.AC1019 / White tap with 55 mm thread: Ref.RE1174 / White tap with 48 mm thread: Ref.
AC1042
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